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Following Publications are available for sale:

1. **A Catalogue of Arabic and Persian Manuscripts of IHMMR Library**, Rs.50/-
4. **Arabic English GLOSSARY of Al-Qanun Fil- Tibb**, Rs.400/- paperback
5. **Animal Origin Drugs in Unani Medicine**, S.B. Vohora, M.S.Y.Khan, Rs.150/-
6. **A Survey of Drugs**, A. Wahid, H.H. Siddiqi, Rs.50/-
7. **Avicenna's Tract on Cardiac Drugs and Essays on Arab Cardiotherapy**, Edited By Hakim A. Hameed, Rs. 150/-
8. **Basic concepts of Unani Medicine**, A critical study, A.A. Azmi, hardbound Rs.110/-, paperback Rs.90/-
9. **Exchanges between India & Central Asia in the field of medicine**, Hakim A. Hameed, Rs.60/-
10. **History of Unani Medicine in India**, A.A. Azmi, hardbound Rs. 400/-, paperback 300/-
11. **Indian Al-Chemy or Rasayana in the light of Asceticism and Geriatrics**, Mehdi Hasan, Hardbound Rs.80/-, paperback 60/-
12. **Introduction of Modern Western Astronomy in India during 18th-19th centuries**, S.M.R. Ansari, Rs.60/-
13. **Islam at a Glance**, Hakim A. Hameed, hardbound Rs.60/-, paperback 25/-
14. **Medical Elementology**, S.B. Vohora, Rs.70/-
15. **Medical Elementology**, A bibliography of works done in India. Pakistan and Bangladesh, WHO and IHMMR, Rs.70/-
16. **Mysticism in Urdu poetry**, R.S. Bhatnagar, Rs.150/-
17. **New Horizons of Health Aspects of Elements**, an Indo-Polish work, S.B. Vohora, and J.W. Dobrowskys, hardbound Rs.150/-, paperback 100/-
18. **Nisab-e-Taleem Madarisa Education Board (UP) G.Y. Anjum**, Rs.50/-
19. **Philosophy of Medicine & Science, Problems & perspectives**, hardbound Rs.45/-, paperback Rs.30/-
20. **Proceedings of the First International Conference on Elements in Health & Disease**, WHO, and IHMMR, hardbound Rs.300/-, paperback Rs.200/-
21. **Proceedings of the National Seminar on Research Methodology in Unani Medicine**, Editor A.A. Azmi, hardbound Rs.200/-, paperback Rs.150/-
22. **Research and Development of Indigenous Drugs**, P.C. Dandiya and S.B. Vohora, hardbound Rs.130/-, paperback Rs.90/-
23. **Statutes of Personal Law in Islamic Countries**, Tahir Mahmood, Rs.330/-
24. **Tarikh al-Ridda**, K.A. Fariq, Rs.100/-
25. **The Faith of a Modern Muslim Intellectual**, William Shepard, Rs.100/-
26. **Theories and Philosophies of Medicine**, Rs.100/-
28. **Tibb-e-Unani Aur Urdu Zuban-o-Adab**, A.A. Azmi, Rs.200/-
29. **Unani (Greco-Arab) Medicine**, Hakim A. Hameed Rs. 15/-

(Note: Attractive discount offered to Libraries and Book Sellers)

For purchase of Books & further information please contact:
Circulation Officer, Publication Unit, H.A.R.C., Hamdard University, Hamdard Nagar, New Delhi — 110 062 Phone No: 26059688/26059660 Extn.:5781 Mob. No. 9871651529 E-mail: harc99@jamiahamdard.ac.in Fax: 26059663
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